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if you are thinking of fitting an autopilot or windvane steering system to your boat
but are baffled as to which is the most suitable then this is the book for you peter
forthmann a long term expert on this subject explains the difference between tiller
wheel and inboard autopilots as well as the 12 windvane steering options available
and considers their suitability for various types of boat and sea conditions which
self steering systems are more suitable for cruising and which for racing what are
their limitations in terms of sea conditions and power consumption what is yaw
damping why are windvane steering systems unsuitable for uldbs how do you steer a
catamaran without running into power consumption problems why is good sail trim so
important for good self steering what self steering provisions should you make when
building a boat is diy windvane gear construction still a feasible option all these
questions and many more are answered in this very comprehensive book which concludes
with a comparison of all the alternatives available and a list of manufacturers of
practically every self steering system made anywhere in the world peter christian
forthmann has a unique knowledge of self steering born in 1947 he learned to sail as
soon as he learned to walk growing up by the water in hamburg an engineer and a
highly practical man peter forthmann s creative contribution to the evolution of
windvane steering systems is virtually unparalleled lt is thanks in no small part to
him that these systems are still thriving in the age of bits and bytes sailing in
cold waters is challenging but hugely rewarding and when you venture into the high
latitudes you find yourself in some of the world s last real wildernesses in recent
years climate change has made these regions more accessible to small boats and it is
now possible to venture further afield in search of adventure with practical advice
stunning photography and first hand accounts of voyages from world renowned experts
this book offers hard won wisdom on all aspects of sailing in cold waters preparing
yourself good routines assessing risk and preparing your crew preparing your boat
design heating engine steering anchors and electrics sailing in ice instrumentation
charts and what to do when you get stuck safety mob polar bears glaciers and dinghy
procedure communication vhf satellite and ssb weather interpreting grib files and
reading ice charts anchoring and mooring types and numbers of anchors and mooring
lines clothes hiking and skiwear the three layer principle cruising areas svalbard
antarctica south georgia and many more whether it s tackling the north west passage
aboard your own yacht or a more modest voyage heading to antarctica or keeping your
boat in the water for the quieter and often more beautiful winter season this book
is essential reading for all sailors preparing for enjoyable and safe sailing in
cold waters complete service handbook and workshop manual for the yanmar marine
diesel engines 1gm10 2gm20 3gm30 and 3hm35 diesel engines are installed in just
about every yacht and in most large motorboats and while professional help is often
at hand sometimes it is not indeed engine failure is one of the most frequent causes
of rnli launches this book explains how to prevent problems troubleshoot and make
repairs using safe techniques it could also help you save money on expensive bills
for yard work you could do yourself diesels afloat covers everything from how the
diesel engine works to engine electrics from fault finding to out of season layup
with this guide and your engine s manual you can get the best performance from your
boat s engine and be confident in dealing with any problem the book covers the
syllabus of the rya diesel engine and mca approved engine aec 1 courses this edition
has been thoroughly modernised and updated by former course lecturer and currently
chief engineer on merchant ships callum smedley complete service handbook and
workshop manual for the yanmar marine diesel engines 3ym30 3ym20 and 2ym15 owning a
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boat involves sailors developing a whole new skill set and taking on a raft of new
responsibilities but this essential handbook takes the stress out of what should be
an enjoyable rewarding next step and shares a wealth of practical advice on what
might initially seem daunting new challenges drawn from over 35 years of the author
s own experiences this book is packed with expert wisdom and hand holding guidance
on every aspect of owning equipping maintaining sailing and of course enjoying your
first boat topics covered include choice of boat insurance assessing and costing
moorings and berths navigation and safety equipment domestic equipment galley
bedding clothing etc navigation including in fog manoeuvring in close spaces sources
of weather information and forecasts responsibilities towards crew catering and
cooking maintenance advice daily tips winterising engine servicing fitting out for
spring etc paperwork including customs forms dealing with emergencies and more
filled with colour photos and diagrams throughout this comprehensive guide is
indispensable for new skippers who have learned to sail at a sailing school or on a
friend s boat and are ready to take the next step the completely revised expanded
and updated fourth edition of the world s most comprehensive electrical and
electronics handbook for sailors marine electrical and electronics bible is a useful
and thoroughly practical guide that explains in detail how to select install
maintain and troubleshoot all of the electrical and electronic systems found on
board cruising racing and trawler yachts power and motorboats and even superyachts
this guide is fully illustrated throughout with more than two hundred charts wiring
diagrams tables and graphs light on theory and heavy on practical advice marine
electrical and electronics bible recognizes that most cruising yacht owners do not
have a technical background the chapters are formatted to enable quick access to
technical descriptions and troubleshooting advice they are also infused with the
author s own professional marine electrical background and lived cruising
experiences along with lessons learned over decades of continual input and
conversations with fellow sailors the marine electrical section incorporates all of
the latest developments in battery technology and charging it also has a substantial
section on renewable energy systems including wind water and solar and a
comprehensive chapter on marine diesel engines and related systems the marine
electronics section is technologically up to date including new developments with
ais gmdss and radar the communications chapters are unique in that they incorporate
a comprehensive listing of radio frequencies and weather broadcast times from ham
and hf ssb radio to vhf radio and navtex for most major sailing areas around the
world the various satellite communications systems are explained in detail along
with a curated selection of useful phone boating apps the final chapters have
extensive troubleshooting maintenance information and practices as well as a
detailed worldwide list of service companies the art science history and mystery of
sails and sailmaking written in concise layperson s language and full of photographs
and personal anecdotes this book goes step by step through the process of creating
and using sails provided is a definitive look at the latest developments in sails
sailcloth engineering hardware and sail trim also offered are case studies that
illustrate which fibers fabrics and sails are suitable for a variety of different
sailing applications from simple dinghies and day sailors to offshore racing and
cruising yachts sailors of all levels of interest and ability will find information
they can apply to their own boats and sail choices diesel engines are installed in
just about every yacht and in most large motorboats this book explains how to
prevent problems troubleshoot and make repairs using safe techniques it will help
you save money on expensive bills for yard work you could do yourself diesels afloat
covers everything from how the diesel engine works to engine electrics from fault
finding to out of season lay up with this guide and your engine s manual you can be
confident in dealing with any problem and get the best performance from your boat
many sailboat owners undertake cruises in their boats travelling from one port to
another sometimes on a day trip and sometimes for a week or two the aim of this book
is to give novices the information to cruise safely and enjoyably covering the
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preparations before setting off conforming with rules and regulations navigating
coping when things go wrong operating the boat under different and sometimes
challenging conditions with advice hints tips and anecdotes this is a very practical
book rather than being compartmentalized into sections on weather navigation etc it
accompanies the cruiser from departure to their safe arrival at their destination
drawing out the practical lessons from the theory found in text books the superb
photography illustrates the text and will inspire sailors of all levels this book
presents the best contributions of the the third international symposium on solar
sailing glasgow 11 13 june 2013 it is a rapid snap shot of the state of the art of
solar sail technology in 2013 across the globe capturing flight programs technology
development programs and new technology and application concepts the book contains
contributions from all of the leading figures in the field including nasa jaxa esa
dlr as well as university and industry experts it therefore provides a unique
reference point for the solar sail technology the book also includes key
contributions from the prospective users of solar sail technology which will allow
the technology to be considered by the user in this unique context why must a boat
make leeway in order to sail to windward how can a helmsman prevent downwind rolling
why is a sail able to produce a force at right angles to the wind direction how do
the motions of water particles in waves affect boat handling these and many other
important questions are addressed by the authors in this detailed study of the
motive forces of a yacht an autonomous sailboat robot is a boat that only uses the
wind on its sail as propelling force without remote control or human assistance to
achieve its mission this involves autonomy in energy using batteries solar panels
turbines sensor data processing compass gps wind sensor actuators control rudder and
sail angle control and decision making embedded computer with adequate algorithms
although robotic sailing is a relatively new field of research several applications
exist for this type of robots oceanographic and hydrographic research maritime
environment monitoring meteorology harbor safety assistance and rescue in dangerous
areas over the last decade several events such as the microtransat challenge the
wrsc irsc and sailbot have been set up to stimulate research and development around
robotic sailing these proceedings cover the current and future academic and
technology challenges raised by the development of autonomous sailboat robots
presented at the wrsc irsc world robotic sailing championship international robotic
sailing conference 2013 in brest france 2 6 september 2013 provides a detailed
history of the sport of sailing from the 17th century to 20th century feats of
circumnavigations chronicle of authors four years sailing adventure in the pacific
ocean and south seas islands told through the eyes of his sailboat it is a most
refreshing and knowledge filled narrative with many insights and problem solving
events great reading for anyone planning or contemplating planning their own sailing
odyssey also includes 101 dollar saving tips useful for the cruising sailor



Boating 1976-01
if you are thinking of fitting an autopilot or windvane steering system to your boat
but are baffled as to which is the most suitable then this is the book for you peter
forthmann a long term expert on this subject explains the difference between tiller
wheel and inboard autopilots as well as the 12 windvane steering options available
and considers their suitability for various types of boat and sea conditions which
self steering systems are more suitable for cruising and which for racing what are
their limitations in terms of sea conditions and power consumption what is yaw
damping why are windvane steering systems unsuitable for uldbs how do you steer a
catamaran without running into power consumption problems why is good sail trim so
important for good self steering what self steering provisions should you make when
building a boat is diy windvane gear construction still a feasible option all these
questions and many more are answered in this very comprehensive book which concludes
with a comparison of all the alternatives available and a list of manufacturers of
practically every self steering system made anywhere in the world peter christian
forthmann has a unique knowledge of self steering born in 1947 he learned to sail as
soon as he learned to walk growing up by the water in hamburg an engineer and a
highly practical man peter forthmann s creative contribution to the evolution of
windvane steering systems is virtually unparalleled lt is thanks in no small part to
him that these systems are still thriving in the age of bits and bytes

Yachting 2002-04
sailing in cold waters is challenging but hugely rewarding and when you venture into
the high latitudes you find yourself in some of the world s last real wildernesses
in recent years climate change has made these regions more accessible to small boats
and it is now possible to venture further afield in search of adventure with
practical advice stunning photography and first hand accounts of voyages from world
renowned experts this book offers hard won wisdom on all aspects of sailing in cold
waters preparing yourself good routines assessing risk and preparing your crew
preparing your boat design heating engine steering anchors and electrics sailing in
ice instrumentation charts and what to do when you get stuck safety mob polar bears
glaciers and dinghy procedure communication vhf satellite and ssb weather
interpreting grib files and reading ice charts anchoring and mooring types and
numbers of anchors and mooring lines clothes hiking and skiwear the three layer
principle cruising areas svalbard antarctica south georgia and many more whether it
s tackling the north west passage aboard your own yacht or a more modest voyage
heading to antarctica or keeping your boat in the water for the quieter and often
more beautiful winter season this book is essential reading for all sailors
preparing for enjoyable and safe sailing in cold waters

SELF-STEERING UNDER SAIL 2020-10-26
complete service handbook and workshop manual for the yanmar marine diesel engines
1gm10 2gm20 3gm30 and 3hm35

Boating 1976-01
diesel engines are installed in just about every yacht and in most large motorboats
and while professional help is often at hand sometimes it is not indeed engine
failure is one of the most frequent causes of rnli launches this book explains how
to prevent problems troubleshoot and make repairs using safe techniques it could
also help you save money on expensive bills for yard work you could do yourself
diesels afloat covers everything from how the diesel engine works to engine



electrics from fault finding to out of season layup with this guide and your engine
s manual you can get the best performance from your boat s engine and be confident
in dealing with any problem the book covers the syllabus of the rya diesel engine
and mca approved engine aec 1 courses this edition has been thoroughly modernised
and updated by former course lecturer and currently chief engineer on merchant ships
callum smedley

High Latitude Sailing 2020-09-03
complete service handbook and workshop manual for the yanmar marine diesel engines
3ym30 3ym20 and 2ym15

Yanmar Marine Diesel Engine 1GM10, 2GM20, 3GM30, 3HM35
2012-05
owning a boat involves sailors developing a whole new skill set and taking on a raft
of new responsibilities but this essential handbook takes the stress out of what
should be an enjoyable rewarding next step and shares a wealth of practical advice
on what might initially seem daunting new challenges drawn from over 35 years of the
author s own experiences this book is packed with expert wisdom and hand holding
guidance on every aspect of owning equipping maintaining sailing and of course
enjoying your first boat topics covered include choice of boat insurance assessing
and costing moorings and berths navigation and safety equipment domestic equipment
galley bedding clothing etc navigation including in fog manoeuvring in close spaces
sources of weather information and forecasts responsibilities towards crew catering
and cooking maintenance advice daily tips winterising engine servicing fitting out
for spring etc paperwork including customs forms dealing with emergencies and more
filled with colour photos and diagrams throughout this comprehensive guide is
indispensable for new skippers who have learned to sail at a sailing school or on a
friend s boat and are ready to take the next step

Diesels Afloat 2022-03-01
the completely revised expanded and updated fourth edition of the world s most
comprehensive electrical and electronics handbook for sailors marine electrical and
electronics bible is a useful and thoroughly practical guide that explains in detail
how to select install maintain and troubleshoot all of the electrical and electronic
systems found on board cruising racing and trawler yachts power and motorboats and
even superyachts this guide is fully illustrated throughout with more than two
hundred charts wiring diagrams tables and graphs light on theory and heavy on
practical advice marine electrical and electronics bible recognizes that most
cruising yacht owners do not have a technical background the chapters are formatted
to enable quick access to technical descriptions and troubleshooting advice they are
also infused with the author s own professional marine electrical background and
lived cruising experiences along with lessons learned over decades of continual
input and conversations with fellow sailors the marine electrical section
incorporates all of the latest developments in battery technology and charging it
also has a substantial section on renewable energy systems including wind water and
solar and a comprehensive chapter on marine diesel engines and related systems the
marine electronics section is technologically up to date including new developments
with ais gmdss and radar the communications chapters are unique in that they
incorporate a comprehensive listing of radio frequencies and weather broadcast times
from ham and hf ssb radio to vhf radio and navtex for most major sailing areas
around the world the various satellite communications systems are explained in
detail along with a curated selection of useful phone boating apps the final



chapters have extensive troubleshooting maintenance information and practices as
well as a detailed worldwide list of service companies

Cruising World 1999-01
the art science history and mystery of sails and sailmaking written in concise
layperson s language and full of photographs and personal anecdotes this book goes
step by step through the process of creating and using sails provided is a
definitive look at the latest developments in sails sailcloth engineering hardware
and sail trim also offered are case studies that illustrate which fibers fabrics and
sails are suitable for a variety of different sailing applications from simple
dinghies and day sailors to offshore racing and cruising yachts sailors of all
levels of interest and ability will find information they can apply to their own
boats and sail choices

Boating 1976-01
diesel engines are installed in just about every yacht and in most large motorboats
this book explains how to prevent problems troubleshoot and make repairs using safe
techniques it will help you save money on expensive bills for yard work you could do
yourself diesels afloat covers everything from how the diesel engine works to engine
electrics from fault finding to out of season lay up with this guide and your engine
s manual you can be confident in dealing with any problem and get the best
performance from your boat

Motorboating - ND 1984-01
many sailboat owners undertake cruises in their boats travelling from one port to
another sometimes on a day trip and sometimes for a week or two the aim of this book
is to give novices the information to cruise safely and enjoyably covering the
preparations before setting off conforming with rules and regulations navigating
coping when things go wrong operating the boat under different and sometimes
challenging conditions with advice hints tips and anecdotes this is a very practical
book rather than being compartmentalized into sections on weather navigation etc it
accompanies the cruiser from departure to their safe arrival at their destination
drawing out the practical lessons from the theory found in text books the superb
photography illustrates the text and will inspire sailors of all levels

Yanmar Marine Diesel Engine 3YM30/3YM20/2YM15 2012-05
this book presents the best contributions of the the third international symposium
on solar sailing glasgow 11 13 june 2013 it is a rapid snap shot of the state of the
art of solar sail technology in 2013 across the globe capturing flight programs
technology development programs and new technology and application concepts the book
contains contributions from all of the leading figures in the field including nasa
jaxa esa dlr as well as university and industry experts it therefore provides a
unique reference point for the solar sail technology the book also includes key
contributions from the prospective users of solar sail technology which will allow
the technology to be considered by the user in this unique context

Cruising World 1993-01
why must a boat make leeway in order to sail to windward how can a helmsman prevent
downwind rolling why is a sail able to produce a force at right angles to the wind
direction how do the motions of water particles in waves affect boat handling these



and many other important questions are addressed by the authors in this detailed
study of the motive forces of a yacht

The Yacht Owner's Manual 2015-03-12
an autonomous sailboat robot is a boat that only uses the wind on its sail as
propelling force without remote control or human assistance to achieve its mission
this involves autonomy in energy using batteries solar panels turbines sensor data
processing compass gps wind sensor actuators control rudder and sail angle control
and decision making embedded computer with adequate algorithms although robotic
sailing is a relatively new field of research several applications exist for this
type of robots oceanographic and hydrographic research maritime environment
monitoring meteorology harbor safety assistance and rescue in dangerous areas over
the last decade several events such as the microtransat challenge the wrsc irsc and
sailbot have been set up to stimulate research and development around robotic
sailing these proceedings cover the current and future academic and technology
challenges raised by the development of autonomous sailboat robots presented at the
wrsc irsc world robotic sailing championship international robotic sailing
conference 2013 in brest france 2 6 september 2013

Marine Electrical and Electronics Bible 2023-12-01
provides a detailed history of the sport of sailing from the 17th century to 20th
century feats of circumnavigations

Maximum Sail Power 2003-10-15
chronicle of authors four years sailing adventure in the pacific ocean and south
seas islands told through the eyes of his sailboat it is a most refreshing and
knowledge filled narrative with many insights and problem solving events great
reading for anyone planning or contemplating planning their own sailing odyssey also
includes 101 dollar saving tips useful for the cruising sailor
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Advances in Solar Sailing 2014-02-03
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